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ALSO IN THIS ISSUE
A Developing Issue 
Ihe Magnuson Effect
Editor in Chief: 
Sarah M. Kuck
Dear reader,
If you are not outraged, you are not paying attention. But, if you weren’t paying atten­
tion in 2005, you haven’t missed your chance to be more than just annoyed.
For this issue, our writers covered a range of topics affecting the world we live in: the 
land, the water, the species we share those resources with and the people who are making a 
difference in the community. We covered threats to the Magnuson amendment, the Puget 
Sound orca whale population and natural areas in Whatcom County that have stirred 
people in this community to action. Still want more ? Check out the Bush Record page 
for a list of last year’s rollbacks and cuts to the laws put in place to protect the environ­
ment and Project Censored’s picks for the top three ignored or censored environmental 
stories of 2005.
In this issue of The Planet, we are trying something different. In the past, we have had a 
theme around which the articles revolved. Our new multi-topic format addresses the most 
current environmental news without the constraints of a theme. We also hope to establish 
permanent features: a section for news outside of Whatcom County, tips for green living 
and correspondence from students abroad. Write to us to tell us what you think about the 
format or to comment on the stories.
As always, I urge you to read from a variety of sources about the topics we discuss in 
this issue. If you are interested in learning more about any of the topics, use the back page 
for further research. Only by being informed citizens can we make the decisions necessary 
to make real change.
Sincerely,
Sarah M. Kuck
Thanks to: The faculty of Huxley College for their time and knowledge; Levi Pulkkinen for his presentation; 
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Cover Photo by Chris Huber 
Warm rays of sunlight engulf the skyline over 
Bellingham Bay and the San Juan Islands, 
seen from Squalicum Beach.
This issue of The Planet is printed on Mowhawk 
Options 100 percent PC Cool White Smooth 
paper. It is made from 100 percent postconsumer 
waste fiber through non-polluting, wind generated 
energy and printed with soy-based inks.
EnviroNews
News updates from around the state, nation and world.
The Magnuson Effect
By Matt Gagne
Nearly 30 years ago, Washington Sen. Warren 
Magnuson pushed legislation through Congress to 
protect Puget Sound from oil spills. Although the 
law has been effective, politicians and corporations 
have tried to overturn the amendment twice in the 
past year.
Against the Current
Awarding 30 Years of devotion to salmon and 
the environment 
By Tyler Huey
Wendy Scherrer s professional life has revolved 
around the protection, restoration and recovery of 
wild salmon in Whatcom County. After her battle 
against cancer, Scherrer returns to work on the river.
The Bush Record
A month-by-month account of what the Bush 
administration was up to in 2005.
From Grass TO Groceries
By Laura Belzer
Many Americans spend time, energy and resources 
to keep their lawns pristine and green, but a group 
called Food Not Lawns is spreading the word that 
you can transform your sod into sustenance.
Green Living
Ideas to help you think about every decision you 
make because every choice has an effect.
26
Canaries of the Sound
An indicator species makes the endangered list
By Katie Mathis
In November, the southern resident orcas of Puget 
Sound were put on the endangered species list. 
Although this means further protection for the 
declining populations, will it be enough to save 
the whales ?
Project Censored
The top three environmental stories that went under 
the radar in 2003 and 2004.
A Developing Issue
By Sam McNeil, Andrew Bernhardt and Brandi Bratrude
Community members envision different futures for 
Bellingham as the city prepares itself for growth. 
Different political, economic and community-based 
interests are affecting the direction of the debate.
Different Worlds, Same Planet
By Kyle Hunter
One student s experience on his journey through 
Cuba and Mexico exposes him to new views about 
the environment s priority south of the border.
Sustainable Traditions
by Sara Thompson
Reef netting, a historic fishing method once widely 
used by the Lummi Indians, is making a reappear­
ance as an environmentally friendly alternative to 
modern-day devices. A small group of fishermen 
hopes to reinvigorate Puget Sounds salmon stocks 
using this method.
m
The Planet magazine is published three times yearly and is dedicated to environmental advocacy and awareness through responsiblejournalism. 
Ihe magazine is writteUy designed and edited by students through Huxley College of the Environment.
World
moratorium, but began catching whales again the following year for 
what it calls scientific research.
From Reuters
Study urges action on threatened African predators
A new study by the Wildlife Conservation Society on the most endan­
gered carnivores in Africa has called for urgent action to save the lion, 
cheetah and Ethiopian wolf from such major threats to survival as hunt­
ing and conflict with humans.
Ethiopian wolves have vanished from an astonishing 98 percent of their 
range. In the past few decades, lions have vanished from 82 percent of 
the land over which they used to roam, while the cheetah has disap­
peared from 75 percent of its habitat, according to a statement from 
the group.
Wild dogs, pack animals detested by livestock farmers, are no longer 
seen in almost 90 percent of their original territory.
Habitat decline, hunting, road kills and conflict with humans are among 
the key threats to Africa’s carnivores.
“These animals play a key role in the health of ecosystems and repre­
sent all that is wild about Africa,” said Dr. Luke Hunter, a co-author of 
the report who also runs the society’s Global Carnivore Program.
From PlanetArk.com
Mexico signs agreement to drastically cut fuel emissions, 
improve air quality
Mexico’s secretary jose Luis Luege Tamargo of Environment and Natural 
Resources said his department has signed an agreement with the 
finance department to reduce sulfur emissions by 50 percent 
before 2020.
The restrictions on sulfur emissions and small particles will go into ef­
fect in July and will be expanded gradually each year until 2009, Luege 
said. He said that the limits are among the strictest in the world.
Mexico City is one of the world’s most polluted cities. The metropolis of 
8 million failed to meet acceptable air quality standards for ozone limits 
284 days last year, Luege said, though earlier environmental measures 
have led to major improvements in other pollutants, including lead.
From The Associated Press
Japan feeding whale meat to dogs
The Whale and Dolphin Conservation Society, a British marine conserva­
tion organization, says Japan’s stock of whale meat from hunting for 
scientific research is so large that the country has begun selling it as 
dog food.
Japan’s whale meat stocks have doubled during the past 10 years and 
the country increased the number of animals it killed each year despite 
a ban on commercial hunting, the organization said.
Last year, Japan’s stock of whale meat stood at 4,800 tons, compared 
to 638 tons in March 1998. This year, it has doubled its hunt of minke 
whales and added humpback and fin whales to its target catch.
In 1986, Japan stopped commercial whaling, in line with an international
§ National
Xarrier pigeon’ has new meaning
A flock of pigeons fitted with cell phone backpacks will be used to 
monitor air pollution, according to New Scientist magazine. The 20 
pigeons will be released into the skies over San Jose, Calif., in August. 
Each bird will carry a GPS satellite tracking receiver, air pollution sen­
sors capable of detecting carbon monoxide and nitrogen dioxide, and 
a basic cell phone. Text messages on air quality will be beamed in real 
time to a special blog accessible on the Internet. The pigeons will take 
to the air at the Inter-Society for Electronic Arts’ annual symposium in 
San Jose on Aug. 5. The data they send back will be displayed on the 
blog on an interactive map.
From Environmental News Network
*The first step to overcoming an addiction is admitting you 
have a problem*
President George W. Bush said in this year’s State of the Union address 
that he would seek to break dependence on Middle East oil by using new 
technologies and increasing funding on energy sources including coal, 
nuclear, wind and solar power, and hydrogen and ethanol. Bush argued 
that the United States would improve its national security by cutting what 
he called an “addiction to oil,” often imported from unstable parts of the 
world. He also said the plan would improve the environment.
But environmental researchers said Bush did not address threats of 
global warming linked to burning oil, coal or natural gas. Still, the 
environmental group Greenpeace said Bush’s plan — if ever 
implemented — could help the climate.
“The first step in curing an addiction is recognizing that you have a 
problem,” said Steve Sawyer, climate policy expert at Greenpeace. “He’s 
stood up and taken the first step in the ‘oil-aholics’ program.”
From Reuters
Mountaintop removal mining permits challenged in West Virginia
To stop the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers from permitting streams, 
valleys, historic places and communities throughout West Virginia to be 
destroyed by mountaintop removal coal mining and valley fills. West 
Virginia citizens groups went back to court on Feb. 1.
The plaintiff groups are seeking a court ruling that would stop the 
agency from allowing any further activities at three strip-mine sites 
that violate the law, causing irreparable damage to seven and a half 
miles of central Appalachian headwater streams, and to the health and 
welfare of West Virginians living downstream.
According to the Bush administration’s own estimates, mountaintop 
removal mining in the region already has destroyed more than 1,200
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According to the Bush administration's own estimates, mountaintop removal mining in the 
region already has destroyed more than 1,200 miles of Appalachian streams. The U.S. Envi­
ronmental Protection Agency estimates that at least2,400 miles of streams will he perma­
nently wiped out hy 2013 if additional environmental restrictions are not enforced.
Environment News Service
miles of Appalachian streams. The U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency estimates that at least 2,400 miles of streams will be perma­
nently wiped out by 2013 if additional environmental restrictions are 
not enforced.
“Trying to get the Corps of Engineers to follow the law is like trying 
to nail Jell-0 to a wall: It is awfully hard to make it stick,” said Vivian 
Stockman, project coordinator for the Ohio Valley Environmental Coalition 
a leading environmental group In the region. “The corps gives coal com­
panies permits that are little more than a wink and a nod, and the coal 
companies waste little time before ripping out trees, choking off streams 
and filling in valleys with mining waste.”
From Environment News Service
State
Impose a “resource tax” on pollution, development, and fossil fuel 
to pay for development of renewable energy and environmental 
restoration. Promoting sustainable localized energy industries-solar, 
wind, hydro, tidal, biofuels-will provide reliable, clean homegrown 
energy, exportable technologies, and bring energy jobs home. Fund­
ing widespread environmental restoration will expand existing indus- 
tries-farming, recreation, tourism and commercial fisheries — that are 
dependent on ecological services and will foster research, design and 
technology industries.
Working families will benefit from a stable economy and millions of 
new economy jobs. These solutions are inherently local-they create 
decentralized resources and require skilled local labor, forever. They 
pay for themselves and provide capital for entrepreneurs to develop 
industries and exportable technologies. And they foster community 
and collaboration essential to surviving in a global economy.
From SinceSlicedBread.com
Ecology: Cruise ships kept Puget Sound cleaner in 2005
More cruise ships took steps to protect Puget Sound from wastewater 
pollution In 2005, the second year of an environmental agreement 
signed in 2004 with the Washington State Department of Ecology and 
the Port of Seattle.
Ecology issued a report on progress under a “memorandum of un­
derstanding” signed in April 2004 as the cruise season began. The 
Northwest Cruise Ship Association signed the agreement on behalf of 
the cruise Industry.
The voluntary agreement set standards exceeding federal require­
ments that ordinarily apply to the ships for wastewater treatment and 
discharge in Washington waters.
Nine of the 17 cruise ships visiting Seattle received authorization from 
Ecology to discharge under the memorandum’s wastewater treatment 
standards, tripling the number of ships approved under the agreement. 
They accounted for 69 percent of cruise ship sailings from April 
through October.
From Environment News Service
Seattle man wins the ‘Best Idea’ Since Sliced Bread
An idea to tax polluters to pay for renewable energy won Peter Skid­
more, a 41-year-old program manager from Seattle, $100,000 and first 
place in a contest to find the “Best Idea Since Sliced Bread.” Since 
Sliced Bread is a public-policy contest sponsored by the Service Em­
ployees International Union.
“Sustainable Resource Industries” — by Peter Skidmore
Globalization of labor, production and ideas and an industrial 
economy based on subsidized fossil fuels have set the stage for 
economic and social instability, continued outsourcing of jobs and 
marginalized quality of life. We can create a new economy based on 
environmentally benign industries and energy.
11 indicted in ‘eco-terrorism’ case
After taking nine years to penetrate what they called a “vast eco- 
terrorism conspiracy” in Washington and four other Western states, 
federal prosecutors have announced on Friday the indictment of 11 
people in connection with a five-year wave of arson and sabotage 
claimed by the Earth Liberation Front and the Animal Liberation Front.
The 17 attacks, which occurred from 1996 to 2001, caused no deaths 
but resulted in an estimated $23 million in damage to lumber compa­
nies, a ski resort, meat plants, federal ranger stations and a high- 
voltage electric tower.
The group has claimed responsibility for burning down a number of 
big houses being built in Washington state in the past two years, but 
no arrests have been made.
From The Washington Post
Online EnviroNews Resources:
Stay up to date with environmental 
news that affects the world you live 
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Bald eagles soar above the tidal flats south of Cherry Point just west of Ferndale, looking for food as the tide rolls out leaving a 
muddy plain stretching several miles wide. Houses line the shore. 
Harlequin ducks and great blue herons wade around the receding 
water in search of their own meal. Shore crabs, some no bigger 
than a quarter, scurry under rocks.
Over the trees to the north of the tidal flats, a constant remind­
er of a threat looms in a cloud of exhaust. Cherry Point, a haven 
for humans and wildlife, is also home to two of Puget Sounds five 
oil refineries. Those refineries receive more than half of their crude 
oil by ship from Alaska, where 17 years ago the tanker Exxon 
Valdez spilled 11 million gallons of crude oil into Prince William 
Sound with devastating environmental consequences. With more 
than 600 oil tankers navigating Puget Sound waters each year, the 
threat of an oil spill even more devastating than the 1989 disaster 
overshadows the estuary.
“Puget Sound is essentially one large nursery,” said Paul Dinnel, 
a marine biology researcher at the Shannon Point Marine Center 
in Anacortes. “But its resources are already taxed to the limit.”
The Exxon Valdez accident was comparatively small ranking as 
the 35th largest oil spill in history. The five largest spills dumped 
more than 80 million gallons of oil each, but most were farther 
out at sea. But in 1989, vivid images of oil-covered beaches, mile- 
long oil slicks and devastated wildlife from Prince William Sound 
bombarded the American public.
The Prince William Sound tragedy heightened public aware­
ness of the danger oil spills pose, arming politicians with rhetoric 
to pass regulations lessening the possibility of another spill. Leg­
islatures passed laws governing oil tanker safety; Alaska now has 
stringent regulations for oil tankers entering state waters.
But these regulations came at the cost of the once pristine envi­
ronment of Prince William Sound, which still struggles to recover.
More than a decade before the Exxon Valdez spill, Washing­
ton Sen. Warren Magnuson had the foresight to protect his own 
state from a similar fate. In 1977, Magnuson, a Democrat, pushed 
through Congress an amendment to the Marine Mammal Protec­
tion Act of 1972. The amendment outlawed government agencies 
from issuing permits that would approve any enlargement of oil 
refinery ports in Puget Sound unless the energy needs of Wash­
ington state warranted an expansion. The intention of the bill was 
to limit the amount of oil tanker traffic in the sound.
“He was pretty pointed about what his amendment would 
do,” said Wendy Steffensen, the North Sound baykeeper with RE 
Sources. The Baykeeper program is a national alliance of advocates 
and educators, each monitoring a specific body of water.
All laws governing oil tankers deal with safety and spill preven­
tion, but the Magnuson amendment is the only one that specifi­
cally limits tanker traffic, Steffensen said. While the amendment 
does not actually cap tanker traffic, it stands in the way of drastic 
increases, she said.
n
Magnuson said increased tanker traffic in Puget Sound was 
bad policy and fought for strong legislation. Within five years, the 
government passed regulations limiting the size of oil tankers in 
the sound. Magnuson secured a Coast Guard rule limiting the size 
of oil tankers in Puget Sound to 125,000 dead-weight tons and 35 
million gallons of crude oil.
Smaller spills still occur in Puget 
Sound, although reports from the 
Washington State Department of 
Ecology say incidents have decreased 
since the Exxon Valdez accident, and 
spills the size of the Exxon Valdez 
or larger have been avoided. But the 
threat of a major oil spill remains.
Despite the reduced number of ac­
cidents, the Magnuson amendment is 
now under attack by oil corporations 
and a few politicians.
“(The Magnuson amendment is) a 
provision which unduly restricts our 
ability to get states on the West Coast the petroleum supplies they 
need,” said Sen. Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, as he introduced a bill to 
overturn the 28-year-old law last November.
Stevens’ provision was the second attempt to overturn the 
Magnuson amendment last year, the first originating in the House
of Representatives as an addition to the Gasoline for Americas Se­
curity Act. Maria Cantwell, the junior Democratic senator from 
Washington, threatened to filibuster any attempt to overturn the 
Magnuson amendment if it came to the Senate. Cantwell’s effort, 
coupled with bipartisan opposition, stripped the addition to the
House bill. Stevens’ bill died in com­
mittee.
BP Cherry Point, Puget Sound’s 
largest refinery, decided to expand its 
port, putting the law into question 
even before politicians were tak­
ing their shots at the amendment.
In 1996, the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers issued a permit allowing. 
the construction of an additional pier 
at the Cherry Point dock based solely 
on studies BP completed. Typically, 
such a project would warrant an 
environmental impact statement, 
but the corps decided the study was 
unnecessary because BP officials said the dock would alleviate oil 
tanker traffic jams.
“The rationale BP gave was that this new dock would reduce the 
possibility of an oil spill, so why study it?” said Fred Felleman, North­
west director of Ocean Advocates, a nonprofit environmental group.
“It's not a matter of if it is going to 
happen, it is when it is going to 
happen. Do we want to wait until 
our whole region is ruined?"
Shirley Dixon,






Two oil tankers make a stop at the BP Cherry Point dock Jan. 28. Current legislation 
may allow Cherry Point to become a “super port,” which would increase tanker traffic 
in the Puget Sound.
[photo] Mark Reimers
Sen. Maria Cantwell and former Sen. Warren Magnuson have been key contributors 
in the fight against increased oil tanker traffic in Washington state.
[photos courtesy of] Maria Cantwell and www.ci.seattle.wa.us
Ocean Advocates, along with nonprofits Fuel Safe Washing­
ton, North Cascades Audubon Society and RE Sources, sued the 
corps, contending the permit issued to BP violated the Magnuson 
amendment. BP won the case in District Court, arguing that the 
amendment only specifically referred to expanding docks han­
dling crude oil. Engineers designed the new dock to handle only 
refined products.
The plaintiffs appealed, arguing that the addition did increase 
the handling capacity for crude oil — the original dock handled 
both crude and refined product, but with the new pier it would 
handle only crude oil. The 9th U.S. Court of Appeals overturned 
the District Court s decision, deciding that the corps did not 
thoroughly evaluate the new docks impact on increased tanker 
traffic and the refinery’s ability to handle crude oil. The court or­
dered the corps to complete an environmental impact statement, 
which would determine whether the pier addition at Cherry 
Point was a violation of the Magnuson amendment and if so what 
limitations would need to be imposed on its use.
BP finished the dock in 2001 and it is in full use with no 
restrictions despite the court’s recommendation of a temporary 
injunction to keep traffic at pre-2000 levels until the completion 
of an environmental impact statement.
“They shouldn’t be able to get the benefit of the spoils if they 
built it illegally,” Felleman said.
Bill Kidd, a BP spokesman, said the pier addition is legal and 
does not violate the Magnuson amendment. But he also ques­
tioned the law.
“We’re not hiding anything,” Kidd said. “We’re building a dock 
here. It points to the nebulous nature of legislation when two 
judges came to opposite conclusions. That is not a sign of well 
constructed legislation.”
The lawsuit was the first time a court has had to interpret 
the amendment. Shirley Dixon, an attorney who served on the 
North Puget Sound Oil Spill Risk Management Panel from 1999 
to 2000, said the absence of lawsuits concerning the Magnuson 
amendment attests to its strength.
“The fact that it hasn’t come up in 28 years means it is a good 
law,” Dixon said.
Felleman believes there have been numerous violations of the 
Magnuson amendment. Refineries have dredged their ports, ef­
fectively increasing their berthing capacity, he said. Washington 
refineries also export refined products, meaning more crude oil is 
being shipped in than is needed for the state. BP’s Cherry Point
refinery ships more than 25 percent of its petroleum products to 
other states, including Oregon, Nevada and Arizona — none of 
which have their own refineries, Kidd said.
The decision of the appellate court ordered the impact state­
ment in 2003. But the process is only beginning, and the corps 
will complete the statement in 18 to 24 months, said Olivia 
Romano, a corps biologist managing the project.
By that time the judgment might be a moot point because 
BP has put its weight behind the effort to overturn the Magnuson 
amendment. Internal e-mails obtained by the Seattle Post- 
Intelligencer show the company had foreknowledge of Stevens’ 
bill before he introduced it.
Ross Pillari, chief executive of BP, was one of several repre­
sentatives from the world’s largest oil companies who testified to 
the Senate a day after Stevens introduced the bill. Stevens, who 
chaired the session, did not require the executives to swear in 
despite Cantwell’s insistence they do so. Stevens verbally repri­
manded her for this request.
“One of the reasons she wanted them sworn in is because she 
wanted to know about their exports to ensure there wasn’t price 
gouging by sending exports overseas and thereby reducing supply at 
home,” Charla Neuman, spokeswoman for Cantwell, said by e-mail.
If the corps determines that the new pier is in violation of the 
amendment, BP’s Cherry Point refinery might be regulated to its 
pre-2000 levels and have to drop its output by 10 percent, Kidd said.
After the recent attempts to overturn the Magnuson amend­
ment, local and state legislators threw their support behind it. In 
December, both the Bellingham City Council and the Whatcom 
County Council authored letters to Congress expressing support 
for the amendment, and the Washington State Legislature penned 
a similar one shortly after.
The Legislature passed regulations to prevent oil spills in 2004, 
but it only applies to oil transfers from ship to shore. But Dixon 
said more regulation is needed. The ability of Puget Sound to re­
spond to oil spills is well below that of Prince William Sound, she 
said. The strict regulations governing oil tankers in Prince William 
Sound came after the Exxon Valdez disaster.
“It’s not a matter of if it is going to happen, it is when it is going 
to happen,” she said. “Do we want to wait until our whole region 
is ruined?”
The most effective regulation will have to come from the feder­
al level. The Legislature has tried to impose oil tanker regulations 




“While federal law can choose to favor certain states over 
others in regulating interstate commerce, states themselves can­
not pass laws that do that,” said Paul Chen, a political science 
professor at Western. “Such laws, if challenged, would be found 
unconstitutional.”
Cantwell has taken up Magnuson s role by not only defending 
the Magnuson amendment, but also by strengthening it. Accord­
ing to her Web site, Cantwell plans to introduce new legislation 
to further lessen the risk of oil spills in Puget Sound.
The importance of laws protecting the sound from an oil spill 
is even greater because of the uniqueness of the sound. Despite 
the tragic effects of the Exxon Valdez accident, more is at stake in 
Puget Sound. Prince William Sound had a rich marine environ­
ment before the spill, but few human settlements lined the shore. 
The Puget Sound region is home to approximately 4 million 
people, several endangered species and harbors lucrative fishing 
and shellfish industries. v
Given the current laws and regulations, major risks remain. An 
oil spill the size of the Exxon Valdez in Puget Sound would spread 
quickly because of strong currents, said Dinnel, who studies 
marine toxicology and ecology.
“Puget Sound would be saturated,” he said.
Puget Sound has lower wave energy and weather extremes, 
making the sound less able to clear itself of a major spill than 
Prince William Sound, Dinnel said. It also is shallower than its 
Alaskan counterpart and has extensive tidal flats, such as the one 
south of Cherry Point.
“Once these areas are contaminated, they will stay contami­
nated for a long time,” he said. “We’d have ecological chaos and 
we’d have economic chaos, and that would probably spill over 
into politics. It’d be one big nightmare. That’s why prevention is 
the only thing that is going to work.” ^
junior Matt Gagne studies journalism. He has been published in The 
Western Front, Horizon, Whatcom Community College’s newspaper, and 
The Local in Steamboat Springs, Colorado.
97 Ferndale Spill
SOURCE: WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY GRAPHIC BY MATT GAGNE
[Top]
In 1997 2000 gallons of 
oil spilled from a transfer 
from an oil tanker tothe 
dock at the Tosco refinery 
(now ConocoPhillips). The 
spill traveled 18 miles 
down the coast of Lummi 
Island, despite that 
Department of Ecology 
officials said the spill was 
cleaned up quickly.
[Middle and Bottom] 
The tidal flats south of 
Cherry Point are home 
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Awarding 30 years of devotion 
to salmon and the environment
** I want to work until I die,” Wendy Scherrer said.
I know that maintaining, restoring and preserv
ing the environment is going to be with us forever. 
As long as I live, I will do what I can to make the 
community where I live a better place.
For more than three decades, Scherrer’
professional life has been devoted to the 
protection, restoration and recovery of 
wild salmon. She said she focuses her 
energy on making Whatcom County 
better place to live for her family and 
the rest of the community
Since June 1999, Scherrer has been 
the executive director of Nooksack 
Salmon Enhancement Association. 
NSEA was formed in 1990 as a non 
profit coalition of community mem 
bers with a common vision of seeing 
naturally spawning salmon return to
Whatcom County streams.
Scherrer was born in New York
but moved to Washington in 1973 
to attend Huxley College of the 
Environment.
I love the air and the water that is
around us,” Scherrer said of Bellingham.
I feel it is a climate that supports the
ecosystem that can heal itself and I am
very encouraged by how energized these
kinds of woods and streams make me feel. I
just felt like this was the right place for me.”
On Sept. 24 in Bremerton, Scherrer
was inducted into the Wild Salmon Hall of
Fame at the Kitsap Conference Center. This
marks her eighth environmental achievement





7 know that maintaining, restoring and preserving the 
environment is going to he with us forever. As long as 
I live, I will do what I can to make the community where 
I live a better place."
Wendy Scherrer
Scherrer was inducted into the hall of 
fame, sponsored by the Pacific Northwest 
Salmon Center, which recognizes indi­
viduals who work to conserve and protect 
wild salmon populations because of her 
dedication and accomplishments, said Jeff 
Koenings, director of the Washington 
State Department offish and Wildlife 
and member of the Wild Salmon Hall of 
Fame final selections committee.
Bert Webber, former NSEA board 
president, said Scherrer was deserving of 
the induction because of her passion and 
commitment to salmon protection and 
recovery.
“There is no person that is better at 
networking the community,” Webber 
said. “(Scherrer) is a problem solver. She 
is optimistic, courageous and cheery. We 
are lucky to have a person like that in our 
community.”
Scherrer said she is passionate about 
taking action. Just talking about some­
thing doesn’t get anything accomplished; 
people have to actually go out and do it.
“She is a bulldog after deciding what 
needs to be done,” Webber said. “I am 
amazed at her can-do attitude and dogged 
determination to move a controversial 
project forward.”
In February 2005, Scherrer was forced 
to put her profession on hold while bat­
tling lymphoma, a cancer of the blood. 
Scherrer said her family, who has been by 
her side during this difficult year, is her 
greatest accomplishment and the most 
important thing in her life. She has three 
children: Ben, 24, Peter, 22, and Katy, 17.
After being diagnosed last year, Scher­
rer took a leave of absence from April 
through December from NSEA to treat 
her cancer. In October she received a 
stem-cell transplant at the Seattle Cancer 
Care Alliance. Prior to the transplant, she 
underwent radiation and chemotherapy 
at the University of Washington Medi­
cal Center. Scherrer returned to work in 
January and restored some normalcy to 
her life.
“I think going back to work was good 
for her,” said her son Peter. “It was nice 
to have her more relaxed and content. It
really gave everyone a good peace of mind 
because it was a good sign of improvement.”
Scherrer said she is thankful to be alive.
“The message with all these things that 
are horrible is that you live one day at a 
time,” Scherrer said. “You are profoundly 
grateful for everything and hopefully the 
message is you have to appreciate every 
day as you see it.”^
Senior Tyler Huey studies public relations.
He has been published in The Olympian,
The Western Front and Sounds, South Puget 
Sound Community College’s newspaper.
Wendy Scherrer explains how she won the award for being inducted into The Wild Salmon Hall of Fame. The award 
is given to individuals who have focused their career on the protection, conservation and restoration of wild salmon.
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Nooksack Salmon Enhancement Association
Spring 2006 Work Parties
Join NSEA for spring work parties and help restore streamside habitat for salmon. All work parties are on Saturdays from 9 
a.m. to 12 p.m. Tools and gloves are provided. Refreshments are provided by the Bagelry, Starbucks Coffee, the Commu­
nity Food Co-Op and Tony’s Coffee. Please wear sturdy shoes and weather-appropriate clothing.
ARCH 18 Squalicum Creek
Plant native flora and remove invasive species with NSEA on Squalicum Creek. From 1-5, take Sunset Drive 
(Mount Baker Highway) one mile east to Hannegan Road and turn left. Follow Hannegan to Bakerview 
Road and turn right. Park on the shoulders of Bakerview near the bridge over the creek and check in at the 
NSEA tent in the field to the south. More parking is available at the NSEA office on the SE corner of Baker­
view and Hannegan (2445 E. Bakerview Road).
March 25 Padden Creek
Join NSEA, Sehome Earth Service Corps and Bellingham’s Greenways Program at a continuing restoration 
site to plant trees and remove invasive vegetation along Padden Creek in Fairhaven. Parking is available on 
the far west side of the Food Pavilion parking lot off Old Fairhaven Parkway. Follow signs to the work site. 
Look for the white NSEA tent and check in there.
April 1 Connelly Creek
Join NSEA and Bellingham’s Greenways Program to plant native species along Connelly Creek. Park in the 
Food Pavilion parking lot off of Old Fairhaven Parkway. Walk west toward Fairhaven on the sidewalk and 
follow signs to the trail leading to the work site. Look for the white NSEA tent and check in there.
April 8 Whatcom Creek
Come plant native trees along Whatcom Creek with NSEA and Western’s LEAD Program. Parking is avail­
able at the Whatcom County offices at 322 North Commercial Street across the street from the Bellingham 
Public Library. Look for signs and check in at the NSEA tent.
April 22 Earth Day Celebration Terrell Creek
Plant native plants and remove invasive species with NSEA, Westerns’s LEAD Program and the Chums of 
Terrell Creek at this evolving restoration site near Birch Bay. From 1-5, take Grandview Road to Jackson 
Road and head north. Just past Terrell Creek, park in the parking lot at the Birch Bay Bible Community 
Church on the left. Cross Jackson Road and check in at the NSEA tent.
April 29 NSEA Nursery
Join NSEA for its first nursery work party of the year to pot up bare-root plants for future restoration proj­
ects. The work party is at the NSEA nursery. From 1-5, take Sunset Drive (Mount Baker Highway) one mile 
east to Hannegan Rd. and turn left. Follow Hannegan north for one mile to the intersection with Bakerview 
Road. NSEA is located on the southeast corner of this intersection at the Environmental Center, on the right 
just before the stoplight. Park here and check in at the NSEA tent.
NSEA is a community-based nonprofit organization dedicated to restoring sustainable wild salmon runs in 
Whatcom County. If you have any questions, please call NSEA at 715-0283 or e-mail info@n-sea.org or 
visit www.n-sea.org
The Bush Record
2005 was another busy year for the Bush administration. George W. Bush’s reputation regarding environmental issues is about as 
understood as his abilities as a public speaker, but while some are aware of his administration’s major environmental regressions, 
hundreds of lesser-known rollbacks remain underreported. The following is a month-by-month account compiled by the National 
Resource Defense Council of the Bush administration’s actions concerning the environment in 2005.
January
Energy industry gets OK to construct 50,000 new natural gas wells in southeastern Montana 
and Wyoming with no regulations on air pollution built into the contract (01/28/05)
Rsh and Wildlife Services remove federal protection of Preble’s meadow jumping mouse (01/28/05) 
Bureau of Land Management opens tortoise habitat to motorized recreation (01/27/05)
FWS ignores scientific studies on endangered species (01/27/05)
Otero Mesa grassland opened to drilling (01/24/05)
Environmental Protection Agency doesn’t require manufacturers to recycle e-waste (01/21/05) 
EPA grants amnesty to polluting factory farms (01/21/05)
Energy industries buy access to Bush inauguration (01/20/05)
EPA extends stormwater pollution exemption for oil and gas industry (01/19/05)
EPA forced to crack down on taconite factory pollution (01/17/05)
EPA weakens rule for industrial laundries (01/13/05)
NAS study concludes Clear Skies would let industrial plants pollute more (01/13/05)
FWS designates critical habitat for endangered butterfly (01/11/05)
Bush said nuclear energy is a clean, renewable energy source for the future (01/10/05)
EPA and NAS report lowers drinking water regulations for perchlorate (01/10/05) 
judge upholds BLM decision to drill in Alaska (01/10/05)
FWS downgrades protected status of Mariana fruit bat (01/07/05)
Sage grouse denied protection (01/06/05)
EPA stops strict enforcement of stormwater pollution rules (01/04/05)
February
UN environmental summit agrees to reduce mercury pollution voluntarily (02/25/05)
EPA seeks expansion of voluntary pollution-reduction programs (02/23/05)
judge approves off-road vehicle restrictions in Florida’s Big Cypress Preserve (02/22/05)
Forest Service sued over Sierra Nevada logging plan (02/20/05)
Bush said new technologies, not Kyoto, is key to climate change fix (02/17/05)
BLM calls for more drilling in Wyoming wildlands (02/15/05)
Survey of FWS scientists concludes scientific distortion by Bush (02/09/05)
Environmental programs take biggest hit in 2006 budget proposal (02/07/05)
EPA Inspector General said mercury proposal favors industry (02/03/05)
EPA environmental report to include global warming data (02/03/05) 
judge rules against mining in Montana wilderness (02/03/05)
FWS proposes ESA protection for rare beetle (02/01/05)
Former OSHA official said inspectors ignore beryllium exposure (02/01/05)
March
States sue EPA over new mercury rule (03/29/05)
BLM plans to open up protected desert land to recreation and development (03/24/05) 
Florida crocodiles to lose endangered status (03/24/05)
Bush administration appeals mountaintop-mining defeat (03/18/05)
EPA weakens mercury reduction requirements for power plants (03/15/05)
EPA issues rule to reduce power plant pollution in many states (03/10/05)
White House seeks to relax environmental rules affecting manufacturers (03/09/05)
FWS cuts critical habitat designation for vernal pools species (03/08/05)
Bush nominates scientist to head EPA (03/04/05)
FWS considers pygmy rabbit for ESA protection (03/04/05)
FWS allows imports of depleted beluga caviar to continue (03/02/05)
Bush administration air pollution plan would exempt 58,000 industrial sources (03/01/05)
April
EPA’s mercury pollution plan won’t meet reduction targets on time (04/21/05)
EPA proposes weaker selenium standard (04/13/05)
FWS officials drastically trim endangered toad protections (04/13/05)
EPA decides against testing pesticides on children (04/08/05)
FWS cites national security as reason to reduce habitat protection in California (04/08/05)
Courts fault federal officials in Florida for failing to protect endangered species (04/06/05)
Green sturgeon slated for endangered species list (04/05/05)
Bush administration promotes “rigs-to-reefs” plan (04/04/05)
May
Forest Service employee punished for reporting pesticide misuse (05/27/05) 
judge rules Bush administration played down threat to endangered fish (05/26/05)
EPA gives money for beach monitoring programs (05/25/05)
FWS denies protection for pygmy rabbit (05/24/05)
EPA drops its sewage-dumping proposal (05/19/05)
Bush administration agrees to protect desert plants in Utah (05/17/05)
White House pushes nuclear power plants (05/17/05)
EPA delays required safeguards on lead-based paint (05/10/05)
Bush administration forges ahead with plans to privatize public agencies (05/10/05)
June
BLM limits citizen input on drilling on public lands (06/30/05)
EPA to allow mine wastewater discharge into Alaskan bay (06/29/05)
FWS reinstates whistle-blower employee (06/29/05)
New Fisheries Service rules could harm fish (06/22/05)
Former oil lobbyist employed by White House leaves to join Exxon Mobil Corp. (06/15/05)
Bush administration disregards science on grazing damage (06/15/05)
BLM opens Otero Mesa for oil and gas development (06/07/05)
EPA head defends previous pesticide testing on children (06/02/05)
EPA to keep new Clean Air Act regulations that increase pollution (06/02/05)
July
Federal judge says San joaquin River water contracts hurt endangered species (07/28/05)
BLM’s new grazing rules issued in disregard of gov’t scientists’ concerns (07/16/05)
FWS broke the law, investigation finds (07/13/05)
Bush administration expands popular energy conservation program (07/10/05)
BLM pays oil and gas industry to work on drilling permits (07/08/05)
Government agencies partner for Great Lakes cleanup (07/07/05)
Bush admits humans cause global warming, but rebuffs action (07/06/05)
August
BLM director encouraged ranchers’ lawsuits against her own agency (08/29/05)
White House proposes weak fuel economy standards for large vehicles (08/23/05)
Federal judge rebukes Bush administration for downgrading salamander protections (08/19/05) 
Bush administration devalues estimated contribution of forest recreation to economy (08/15/05) 
Bush administration slashes habitat protections for salmon (08/12/05)
Park Service spending millions more on Yellowstone snowmobiling study (08/10/05)
Alaskan sea otter gets ESA protection (08/09/05)
Bush administration creates nation’s largest marine protected area off Alaska (08/08/05)
BLM makes environmental cleanup optional for oil and gas companies (08/05/05)
EPA to try out new asbestos removal method (08/02/05)
Interior Dept, may allow increased natural gas drilling in Utah canyon (08/02/05)
September
EPA makes toxics reporting standards more lenient for industry
V
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Grass
to Groceries
om Written by Laura Belzer Photos by Taylor Williams
The groundcover of choice for most American yards is a frequently fertilized, watered and mowed patch of grass. But some envision a different type of landscape: an edible 
one where low-maintenance plants such as leafy greens, onions, apple trees and berry 
bushes replace a manicured lawn. Many types of food can grow anywhere from suburban 
yards to urban street corners.
Laura Belzer
□ □□□
Western students and Food Not Lawns organizers, Dale Rothermel and Aviva Steig- Carl Weston, owner of Joe’s Garden, takes a break from trimming strawberry plants
meyer look at the donated plants in their nursery in The Outback. in his greenhouse to prepare for opening the garden later in the season.
This is the inspiration behind Food 
Not Lawns, an organization with 
chapters throughout North America.
The group transforms lawns and other 
underused spaces into productive gardens 
and educates community members about 
sustainable gardening techniques.
Aside from wasting water that could 
be used to grow food, personal lawns 
use 10 times as many chemicals per acre 
as industrial farmland, according to an 
excerpt from the upcoming book “Food 
Not Lawns” by Heather Coburn, a co­
founder of the organization.
The fertilizers, pesticides and herbi­
cides used to maintain grass pollute the 
groundwater, while lawnmower emis­
sions contribute to global warming and 
health problems such as cancer, heart 
disease and birth defects. Coburn said
she believes that using this space to grow 
healthy food without chemicals is more 
productive.
So Coburn and Tobias Policha founded 
Cascadia Food Not Lawns in Eugene,
Ore., in 1999. The Cascadia group focused 
on planting community gardens for a few 
years and received a grant from the city 
in 2001 for a series of educational classes. 
The Food Not Lawns idea took seed and 
spread, with groups forming throughout 
the Pacific Northwest and Canada.
“There seems to have been an exponen­
tial effect with people starting up groups 
with similar but various focuses in differ­
ent parts of the country,” Coburn said.
A group of Western students founded 
the Bellingham Food Not Lawns chapter 
in 2000. Bradley Pavlik, one of the group s 
founders and an environmental education
graduate student at Huxley College of the 
Environment, said they wanted to create 
productive community gardens, such as 
the one they planted in front of the Com­
munity Food Co-op. They also encourage 
community involvement in gardening, 
Pavlik said.
Pavlik has gone on to help found Plants 
Work, a group that teaches students in day 
cares and schools how to plant and main­
tain gardens. One recent service-learn­
ing project at Whatcom Middle School 
allowed eighth graders to plant two small 
gardens with native plants and produce, 
Pavlik said.
Dale Rothermel and Aviva Steigmeyer, 
Fairhaven College juniors and Food Not 
Lawns organizers, said that during the fall 
the group planted 15 apple trees through­
out Bellingham and sheet-mulched two
Sheet Mulching
Sheet mulching is a technique that can be used to 
convert lawns into gardens. By laying leaves and oth­
er organic matter over grass and covering them with 
cardboard or newspaper. The cardboard or newspaper
layer is wetted and covered with manure or mulch, 
such as grass clippings or leaves. This mixture 
eventually suffocates the grass, attracts worms and 
creates organic matter that helps vegetables grow.
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Food Not Lawns is committed to planting 
foods that reseed themselves or are perennial, 
because they require little upkeep.
lawns, one on High Street and one on State 
Street. They planted low- maintenance 
plants such as kale, onions and apple trees 
in the gardens.
“I just see that you can be growing things 
to use in that space,” Rothermel said.
Food Not Lawns is committed to plant­
ing foods that reseed themselves or are pe­
rennial, because they require little upkeep, 
Steigmeyer said. Kale is an example of a 
plant that reseeds itself; edible perennials 
include many types of berries, fruits, nuts 
and herbs.
Rothermel said she hopes Food Not 
Lawns will plant many gardens this spring 
and spread its message throughout Western
and Bellingham communities through 
instructional workshops and speakers.
This summer Coburn will go on a 
national tour to promote her book. She 
will lead workshops and encourage people 
to start their own Food Not Lawns groups 
and to become passionate about making 
the best use of their space.
“It does take a little more work to main­
tain a garden,” Coburn said. “But the ben­
efits make up for the potential extra effort.”^
Junior Laura Belzer studies journalism and 
cultural anthropology. She has been published 
in The Western Front and The Daily Record in 
Ellensburg.
Create your own compost
Compost Is a nutrient'-rkh soil mix 
made of broken-down organic 
materials that help gardens flourish. 
Bellingham Food Not Lawns sug­
gests a pve-step process to creating 
a compost pile.
t. Pick an area that has ample space.
2. Loosen the soil in the area,
3. Begin laying down materials with 
a large diameter^ such as branches, 
corn stalks and large weeds.
Cover with a thick layer of straw, 
hay or leaves.
4. Add layers in the rule of green, 
brown and soil. Green layers could be 
food scraps or green plants, brown 
layers are leaves or straw, and soil is 
simply garden soil or manure.
5. Compost needs a skin, such as 
a thick layer of soil or a sheet of 
plastic, during wet seasons to keep it 
warm and dry.
Source; Bellrngham Food Not lawns
Plants hang and vegetables sit in rows in the greenhouse of joe’s Garden waiting to mature for spring when they will be sold. Joe’s Garden has flourished for more than 100
years, said owner Carl Weston. Since Weston’s childhood, the I-5 freeway, houses and apartments have replaced the other farms that used to fill the Happy Valley neighbor­









Ideas for: gree ■it^
Every action has a reaction, each choice, 
an effect. The answer to “What can I do? 
I’m just one person” is simple: Think 
about every decision you make. Think 
about where it was produced, who pro­
duced it, how it was transported here, 
how long you will use it for. And think 
about what you’ll do with it once you 
are finished with it.
-..^fcAAA-NAv.v.
Advertisers:
They know where you live
Yet another Valu-Pack, two unwanted credit card offers and a booklet of coupons for the discount 
grocery store. A quick glance and it’s off to the trash for the unwelcome mail. Each year, the U.S. 
Postal Service delivers 17.8 tons of bulk mail, creating a heavy cost to Americans’ patience and 
to the environment.
Junk Facts
Weight of paper in U.S. municipal solid 
waste in 1980: 55 million tons
Weight of paper in U.S. municipal solid 
waste in 1999: 87.5 million tons
Number of trees it takes to make a ton of 
paper: 24
Weight of catalogs and other direct mailings 
in the U.S. municipal solid waste stream in 
1999: 5.6 million tons
Rate at which bulk mail was recycled in 
1999: 22%
Number of garbage trucks it would take to 
haul away all the unrecycled junk mail in the 
U.S. to landfills and incinerators each year: 
340,000
Amount of bulk mail delivered annually by 
each of the U.S. Postal Service’s 293,000 
letter carriers: 17.8 tons
Amount of time the average American 
spends opening bulk mail over the course of 
his or her life: 8 months
Percentage of bulk mail that is thrown away 
unopened: 44%
Sources: U.S. Postal Service, E Magazine, Advertising Mail Marketing Associa­
tion, Direct Marketing Association, Consumer Research Institute, Conservatree, 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
GET OFF THE MAILING LISTS
Fill out an online form from the Center for 
Democracy and Technology at connect to 
rest of address newdream.org/junkmail/ 
index.php. According to New Dream, this 
should limit or reduce such things as credit 
card offers.
Urge Congress to commission a “Do Not 
junk” opt-out registry modeled on the 
popular Do Not Call registry.
Take action. Send a letter urging compa­
nies you patronize to start printing their 
catalogs on at least 10 percent recycled 
content immediately and to commit to 
50 percent or 60 percent recycled content 
over the next five years. Be sure to tell 
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An dclcrly morlicr and her companions arc preparing
I ^ for a northbound journey through 
f '^r frigid and choppy seas. I he group is 
r comtortable with one another’s com- 
t| panv; they liave embaiked on this same 
I annual vovatic from Southern C’alilornia: - tesKS V C?
J to Northern British Columbia together 
g||Bj^. r since child ll ood. The elderly mothei; called
(irannv, is an orca estimated to be in her late
• sssM 'C4S5®Si*- V80s, and her companions are the members ot her 
pod. Scientists believe a middle-age male in the pod, called Rut- 
Hes, is Ciianny’s son. Many members of the three pods that com­
prise the southern resident orca population of Puget Sound have 
been inhabitants of the Northwest longer than most people. 
Durinir their years of travel throiuih the sound, they have 
experienced oil spills, depleted chinook and coho runs.
and the drone of boar traffic and the tande of nets from
C*theme park and aquarium captures in the f %0s.
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Canaries of the Sound
□ □□□
Lime Kiln Point State Park, located on Friday Harbor, is a popular area for visitors to 
go whale watching, in the summer more than 8o orcas make these waters their home.
Starting in 1996, a range of factors led to a 20 percent decline 
in the Southern resident orca population, said Ken Balcomb 
III, research biologist and executive director of the Center for 
Whale Research in Friday Harbor. By July 2005, the southern 
resident population had dropped to 90. The decrease in numbers 
led the Center for Biological Diversity to spearhead a petition to 
classify the three pods — J, K and L — as endangered under the 
Endangered Species Act, offering the whales the highest level of 
protection. On Nov. 15, the work of environmental organizations, 
biologists, lawyers and concerned citizens earned its reward when 
the National Marine and Fisheries Service listed the southern 
resident orcas as endangered.
The process began in May 2001, when the Center for Biologi­
cal Diversity, along with 11 other environmental organizations, 
presented a petition to the NMFS to consider the orcas for an 
ESA listing.
“Whenever we receive a petition, we put together a biological 
review team to make a recommendation to us,” said Brian Gor­
man, NMFS spokesman, “They make a determination of what the 
population is and where it is going.”
Balcomb said the Center for Whale Research provided the 
NMFS with updated census information on the whales. After an 
initial assessment, the review team found the southern residents 
were not a significant segment of the population and did not 
warrant listing as an endangered species, Gorman said. The term 
“significance,” as it is used in the act, means that if the southern 
resident community disappeared, it would not affect the global 
orca population.
The NMFS instead designated the orcas as a depleted species 
under the Marine Mammal Protection Act, which shields marine 
species from hunting, killing, harassment or capture, according to
'Runoff from streets, gardens and yards is die 
biggest source of pollution, a problem 
compounded by the Pacific Nordiwest's
growing human population"
Kathy Fletcher
Executive director for People for Puget Sound
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Web site. 
When classified as depleted, the orcas received limited protection 
because the standards under this act are weaker than under the 
ESA, Gorman said.
Earthjustice and the Center for Biological Diversity sued the 
NMFS in December 2002 to challenge the findings of the review 
team in court. The next year, a District Court judge ordered a 
second study of the whales.
“We went back to the drawing board with the biological review 
team,” said Lynne Barre, a NMFS biologist. “We looked at south­
ern resident killer whales as distinct from others.”
Barre said once the NMFS looked at the ecological setting of 
the southern residents, it was easy to classify them as significant.
Southern residents demonstrate a preference for Puget Sound, 
spending nearly half their year in its waters; transient orca pods, 
in contrast, pass through the region and show little attachment to 
the sound.
“Their range is quite different — this is their core area,” Bal­
comb said.
The southern resident orcas' range extends as far south as 
Monterey, Calif, and as far north as the Queen Charlotte Islands 
of British Columbia; they can travel as far as 75 miles each day, 
Balcomb said.
And their diet differs from other orcas, too. Southern residents 
do not eat seals and other larger mammals, but instead rely on 
salmon and other fish as their primary food source. Also, resident 
orcas have been observed participating in greeting ceremonies, 
which other orca pods have not been known to do, Barre said.
Balcomb said if the southern residents were to become extinct 
it would disturb the natural balance of Puget Sound. Because











Salmon are the southern residents' 
primary food source. Since the beginning 
of the 20th century, Puget Sound salmon 
populations have decreased because of 
human overpopulation, overfishing, 
logging practices and habitat loss. 
The population decline of the orcas 
correlates directly with the dwindling 
salmon populations. Recovering salmon 
populations is crucial to improving the 
southern resident population.
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orcas are some of the largest mammals in Puget Sound, they are 
high on the food chain and are an important indicator species of 
the health of the rest of the system, he said. Each pod or group of 
pods occupies a certain area; the loss of southern residents also 
would alter the range of other pods.
Because of the orcas’ classification as endangered, the NMFS 
is now required to produce a recovery plan. Although the plan 
does not have a deadline for completion, it is likely to be ready by 
the middle of this year, Gorman said. A recovery plan is simply 
a guidebook for the actions people should take to protect the 
whales. The recovery plan therefore is effective only if everyone 
does his or her part, said John Dohrmann, director of government 
affairs for the Puget Sound Action Team.
Gorman said three issues the recovery plan is likely to address 
are boat traffic in the sound, salmon population decline in the 
region, and pollution and toxins in the fish the orcas consume. He 
said the NMFS first must concentrate on research because much 
remains unknown about the orcas, such as where they go and 
what they eat when they leave Puget Sound. Thus far, scientists do 
not know what types of contaminants, food shortages and human 
disturbances affect the whales when they leave state waters.
“ We know their names, we know their mother s names, weVe 
been tracking them for generations. But here we are in February 
and we don’t know where they are,” Dohrmann said.
Recovering the orca population will be difficult, since more 
than one issue affects the orcas’ health, said Kathy Fletcher, 
executive director of People for Puget Sound, a citizens’ advocacy 
group. Runoff from streets, gardens and yards is the biggest source 
of pollution, a problem compounded by the Pacific Northwest’s 
growing human population. Fletcher said toxic chemicals are still 
present in the waters of the sound from past cases of dumping.
The water is an alphabet soup of toxins, from PCBs to PAHs,” 
Fletcher said, referring to chemicals once used in electrical equip­
ment and in industrial plants, respectively. Neither breaks down to 
harmless levels easily or immediately.
Fletcher said the orca population decline is also correlated with 
a string of low salmon years; salmon are the preferred food source 
for southern residents. Balcomb said the key element to improv­
ing the southern resident population is to enhance wild salmon 
populations because salmon from fish farms and hatcheries are 
not sufficient.
During a food shortage, the orcas metabolize their blubber, 
where the toxins and chemicals are stored. As the whales live off 
this fat, dangerous levels of contaminants can enter their blood­
stream and breast milk. Tainted breast milk might be one factor 
in low survival rates of orca calves. Orcas are reproducing, but the 
calves are not surviving.
“Four babies were born in the last year. One of them is certainly 
gone,” Balcomb said. “The first year is a tough year for them.”
More help might come from Gov. Christine Gregoire, who has 
supported several salmon recovery programs in Washington. On 
Jan. 11, Gregoire presented a $26.6 million grant to 28 counties 
in the state to help restore salmon populations; Whatcom County 
received $1.2 million.
Balcomb said he believes those who want orcas to remain a part 
of Washington for generations should limit their use of fuels and 
toxic chemicals. It is always better, he said, to act late than not at all.
“Unless we make some changes, we’re probably not going to 
see them in five human generations,” Balcomb said. “Their time to 
extinction is calculable.”^
Senior Katie Mathis studies environmental journalism. She has been 




Each year, Project Censored publishes original research and media commentary from a broad selection of journalists 
and authors. Two hundred Sonoma State University students and faculty and national judges put together Project Cen­
sored annually. Project Censored 2005 includes 25 crucial stories that were underreported, ignored or censored in the 
United States. These are the top three environmental stories Project Censored identified between 2003 and 2004.
Extreme Weather Prompts New Warning from U.N.
By The Independent
The United Nations’ World Meteorological Organization views the events of2003 in Europe, America and Asia 
as so astonishing that the world needs to be made aware of it immediately. The WMO reports extreme weather and 
climate occurrences around the world. Reports on record high and low temperatures, record rainfall and record 
rainstorms in different parts of the world are consistent with the predictions of global warming. The significance 
of this particular report is that it comes from the highly respected U.N. organization known for its conservative 
predictions and statements.
“New record extreme events occur every year somewhere around the globe, but in recent years the number of 
such extremes has been increasing,” one WMO representative said.
New Nuke Plants: Taxpayers Support, Industry Profits
By Cindy Flokers and Michael Marlotte
Sen. Peter Domenici, R-N.M., is looking to give the nuclear power industry a huge boost through the new 
Energy Policy Act. The bill, supported by the White House, will give nuclear power plants a production credit for 
each unit of energy produced. This provision, costing taxpayers an estimated $7.5 billion, will be used to build six 
new privately owned, for-profit reactors across the country. This is an additional $4 billion already provided for 
other nuclear energy programs. The goal is to have 50 new generators adding 50,000 megawatts of atomic power 
generation by the year 2020.
The Whole Sale Give Away of Our Natural Resources
By Adam Werbach
Coal bed methane development, the Clear Skies initiative and the Healthy Forests initiative are just a few exam­
ples of the Bush administration’s efforts to undo 30 years of environmental progress. Bush’s war on terror has pushed 
the most rapid destruction of the commons witnessed this century into the back pages of major newspapers. While 
most American news consumers can describe in detail the military hardware deployed in Iraq, the loss of hundreds 
of billions of dollars worth of America’s common assets is absent from political conversation. From the planned sale 
of trees in the Tongass National Forests in Alaska to the weakening of the Federal Communication Commission’s 
media ownership caps on the people’s airwaves, the Administration’s policy has been to sell off, neglect or destroy 
the commons — those resources we own collectively.
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Visit www.projectcensored.org for more “news that didn’t make the news.”
By 2022 the county expects Bellingham to grow by 40 percent, sparking numerous debates about how 
to cope with the growth and maintain the green spaces • 
residents treasure. Finding a balance between how many 
people can coexist in Bellingham and maintaining the 
quality of life to which residents are accustomed is not 
easy but does require public discourse. In the pages to 
follow are developing ideas of how different community 
members see the future of Bellingham. The following 
articles explore the different political, economic and com­
munity interests affecting the direction of the debate on 
growth.
Clockwise from top: [i| Signs line Chuckanut Drive and express how some Bell­
ingham residents feel about development In their community, [2] Housing units 
stand unfinished after work crews left for the day near the Rosewood Assisted Liv­
ing Community on 32nd Street [3] Whatcom County Council member and Belling­
ham attorney Seth Fleetwood runs his law firm from a second-floor office directly 
above Tony's Coffee on Harris Avenue In Fairhaven. The building behind him is an 




When Progress Meets Politics
By Sam McNeil
The traditional answer to growth is expansion. But the popula­tion explosions of Los Angeles, Seattle and Atlanta have 
given warning to smaller towns about how irresponsible and 
poorly planned growth will damage the environment, the future 
economy and the residents’ quality of life.
Bellingham’s predicted population explosion has caused many 
Bellingham residents who oppose growth to worry that they soon 
will see their green surroundings covered in concrete, their com­
munities becoming too expensive to live in and their neighbors 
replaced with a sea of strangers.
Growth is inevitable. To not talk about it or have a plan is 
unrealistic, said Rob Staveland, president of Aiki Homes Inc., a 
Bellingham construction, consulting and design firm for resource- 
efficient homes.
“To slam the door on development would be inappropriate 
— that would be just as bad as letting uncontrolled development 
happen,” Staveland said.
But the answer to how to plan for growth is debatable. Some 
would prefer to build on the outskirts, while others want to build 
on underdeveloped land within the city.
“We are not stopping growth,” said Seth Fleetwood, Whatcom 
County Council’s at-large member. “We are changing the concep­
tion of how we grow.”
This concept is growth from within by increasing the amount 
of people living on the same amount of land by making the city 
denser. Decreasing housing size and mixing building use between 
commercial and residential are parts of the denser-city concept, as 
is growing vertically.
Not everyone agrees this is the answer to Bellingham’s expan­
sion. The Building Industry Association of Washington, for 
example, is ardently opposed to the concept. According to the 
organization’s 2006 newsletter. Building Insight, the density con­
cept is invalid because it ignores affordable housing and private 
property rights at the expense of homebuyers and landowners.
The Building Industry Association of Washington has organi­
zations and related political action committees called Affordable 
Housing Councils in counties throughout the state. With 11,490 
members, it is the fourth largest homebuilder’s association in the 
United States.
The Building Industry Association of Whatcom County chap­
ter is a collection of realtors, construction-related businesses and 
developers from Blaine to Wickersham who believe that density 
creates unaffordable communities and limits growth.
The BIAWC lobbies for expanding the urban growth area 
— land legally available for construction — by legalizing the 
allotment of many homes on current, low-density, rural lands. Ac­
cording to the BIAWC, the initial investment of buying the land 
would be smaller for the developer; therefore, the price is lower 
for the consumer.
“The market decides the cost of housing, not developers,” said 
Nicholas Zaferatos, a professor of planning and environmental 
policy at Western’s Huxley College of the Environment. “That is 
the big lie.”
No matter what a house costs to build — land sale plus 
construction cost — it is sold to the highest bidder, and a lot of 
hungry bidders are moving to Bellingham, Zaferatos said.
For example, the median price of a house in Whatcom County 
increased by more than $100,000 from 2000 to 2005, and last year 
the price increased by 20.8 percent, according to the U.S. Census 
Bureau. The increase in the cost of raw land and materials did not 
match this increase.
The Building Industry Association of Washington sponsors 
Built Green, a nonprofit, environmentally friendly rating and 
information program. Although Staveland, a Built Green member, 
said he finds common ground with the program, disagrees with 
the association’s stand on other issues, as well as its hunger for 
rural land.
“Expanding the urban growth area doesn’t help builders,” 
Staveland said.
The money that will be made if the urban growth area is 
expanded would not go to local builders but to big developers, 
such as Bellingham heavyweights D.R. Horton and Homestead 
Northwest Co., which usually get the contracts to build on new 
land and do not hire local builders, Staveland said.
Both the density concept and the association’s enlargement 
strategy must work within the state Growth Management Act of 
1990. To avoid potentially negative growth, the act requires state 
and local governments to identify and protect natural resource 
lands, designate urban growth areas and prepare and implement 
comprehensive plans.
Last year, the elections of city and county council members, who 
essentially would interpret the act, became a collision point between 
the BIAWC and those opposing the group. Candidates disagreed 
which lands should be protected, where the urban growth area 
extends and how to prepare and practice development plans. In the 
end, every BIAWC-supported candidate was defeated.
Construction worker Salvador Chavez, of Everett, stacks empty bags of cement on 
a flatbed truck at the construction site of the 12th Street Village, a residential/com­
mercial complex in Fairhaven. This complex, among many developments in the 




Citing the need for affordable housing, the BIAWC and those 
candidates who lobbied for extending the urban growth area into 
rural areas and cutting up the 5-acre parcels into small estates for 
new home construction.
Aiki Homes has another option.
“Our affordability strategy is to build smaller,” said Staveland, 
who would like to see legislation require a percentage of new 
development in the urban growth area to be affordable housing; 
this would create an incentive to provide housing needed for low 
income residents.
Staveland said that those for and against increasing density 
need to work on a compromise. He does not condone or dismiss 
either concept for growth, finding virtues and flaws with both, but 
instead looks for a middle ground.
By all accounts, Bellingham is changing because of large amounts 
of money and people. The task at hand is to make sure the new 
development reflects Bellingham’s community, said Fleetwood.
“It truly goes back to how we grow,” he said, “Not whether 
we grow.”
Junior Sam McNeil studies environmental journalism and international 




Located in South Bellingham, between Chuckanut Drive and Fairhaven Park, lies an area known to locals as the hundred- 
acre wood. This mature second-growth forest is home to an array 
of wildlife and serves the headwaters of two salmon producing 
streams. Abrupt slopes and marshy flats have permitted the land 
to go undeveloped for decades while the city below expanded at 
its feet.
Because Bellingham’s population is expected to increase 
nearly 40 percent by 2022, every piece of land within the city 
and its urban growth area are likely to be considered for housing 
developments. David Edelstein and Horizon Bank submitted an 
application to the city in April 2005 for the development of the 
hundred-acre wood. Edelstein’s proposed development, Fairhaven 
Highlands, includes 739 homes on approximately 85 acres. It 
would be one of the largest residential developments in Belling­
ham’s history.
The issue regarding Fairhaven Highlands comes at a time of 
heightened debate in respect to the city’s path of growth, as resi­
dents witness the landscape transform around them. They have 
seen the quaint, old-style downtown area of Fairhaven transform 
into a trendy upscale core; the skyline is now home to luxury 
condos, some selling for more than $700,000.
“We are supposed to accommodate for expected growth within 
the city limits,” said Bob Tull, the attorney representing the 
Fairhaven Highlands developers. “In a growing community, you 
have to infill the parcels you have or end up expanding into 
the countryside.”
Frank James, founder of Responsible Development, looks at a map of the proposed 
development area designed by the hundred-acre wood community.
Infill is increasing density or building on vacant lots inside city 
limits. Sprawl, on the other hand, is expanding the city limits or 
allowing developers to build on larger parcels out in the county.
“The dilemma we have is, do we disperse or do we concen­
trate ?’” Tull said.
Dr. Frank James, a former county health officer, founded 
Responsible Development last year to form an organization to 
oppose Fairhaven Highlands. James said he disagrees that this 
development represents infill.
“This is sprawl by any stretch of the imagination. There is no 
infrastructure to support it,” James said. “Just because it’s within 
city limits doesn’t mean it’s not sprawl.”
The city’s Comprehensive Plan, which guides future land-use 
decisions, defines sprawl as poorly planned or low-density devel­
opment. While Fairhaven Highlands is planned for medium to 
high density, proper planning guidelines also should define infill, 
James said.
“There are hundreds of acres of developable land in the city of 
Bellingham. You don’t have to take an 80-year-old mature forested 
wetland area,” James said. “Build downtown, the Georgia-Pacific 
site — there are many 20-to-30-acre sites in the city.”
But Leo Bodensteiner, associate professor of environmental 
science at Western’s Huxley College of the Environment and 
advisor of a student-produced environmental impact assessment 
of Fairhaven Highlands, said the site of the hundred-acre wood is 
the best place for development. Based on population projections 
he said, the need is for 1,600-plus acres; if 85 acres are removed, 




"The city identities (the area of the proposed development} as the urban growth area, 
this is where we want people to huild to protect the open spaces, agricultural areas and 
natural areas."
Leo Bodensteiner, 
Associate professor of environmental science 
at Western's Huxley College of the Environment
“The city identifies (the area of the proposed development) as 
the urban growth area,” Bodensteiner said. “This is where we want 
people to build to protect the open spaces, agricultural areas and 
natural areas.”
While not opposed to focusing development in other areas of 
the city, he doesn’t see it as the end-all.
“Consider the need. The need is for 1,600 acres to accommo­
date the projected growth,” Bodensteiner said. “Sure, you could 
move them downtown, but eventually the need would be to 
develop those acres at Fairhaven Highlands.”
Responsible Development also is concerned about the 
potential for substantial impact costs of Fairhaven Highlands to 
be passed on to the public. The group funded a study by Eben 
Fodor, a community-planning consultant, that concluded that the 
public services the development demands would cost the public 
more than $12 million. These numbers were found by taking the 
estimated costs of services needed for the homes and subtracting 
the impact fees the developer pays.
Chris Spens, the senior environmental planner for the city, said 
residential developments are generally a shared public/private ex­
pense. Developers pay for improvements, but the costs of services 
eventually get passed on to the public.
“Residential development, per se, is a demand on services at 
a greater cost than what they pay in property taxes alone,” Spens 
said. “That’s not uncommon.”
Ultimately, land-use frameworks and boundaries guided by the 
Comprehensive Plan and enforced through zoning regulations 
determine development in the city.
Zoning for the hundred-acre wood site has been in place since 
1980, when it was abruptly rezoned to allow 1,430 residents on 
approximately 100 acres. At the time, some of the site was being 
used for a gravel pit to supply the construction of Interstate 5, 
while the rest was second-growth forest with steep slopes, making 
development difficult.
Previous owners donated approximately 16 acres of wetland 
habitat to the Whatcom Land Trust. These were transferred to the 
city in 2000. Density on the remaining acres was then reduced to 
its current 739 homes.
Acquiring the site for public ownership by such means as a 
Greenways Levy poses difficulties. With Greenways, residents vote 
on whether to buy land for public ownership through an increase 
in property taxes. South Bellingham has more undeveloped land 
than other neighborhoods in the city and therefore has more po­
tential for infill. Voters might be skeptical of paying for even more 
public lands on the south side.
But John McLaughlin, an associate professor of environmental 
science at Huxley sees the hundred-acre wood as too critical to be
lost to development. He said the site is an important corridor to 
other natural areas throughout the city.
“My concern is that if you develop this place, you have 
fragmented the city,” McLaughlin said. “We can expect less rich 
birdsong, fewer frogs ... It’s a link that’s holding together the open 
space and natural areas.”
McLaughlin’s view of the environmental significance is 
supported by a study by Ann Eissinger, a wildlife biologist for 
Nahkeeta Northwest Wildlife Services. The study, conducted at 
the request of the city and used for land-use decisions, outlines 
28 areas critical to environmental quality in Bellingham. The 
hundred-acre wood was listed near the top.
“The total area is significantly valuable habitat,” Eissinger wrote 
in the study. “Attributes include intact wetlands, the greatest 
diversity of amphibians in the city, fawning areas, presence of 
species of concern and a major corridor connecting Padden and 
Chuckanut watersheds. Animals known to breed in the area in­
clude the red fox, coyote, deer, river otter, muskrat, mink, pileated 
woodpecker, great blue heron, barred owl and belted kingfisher.”
McLaughlin and James also expressed concern about the legal­
ity of building on the wetlands. In 1996, another application was 
submitted to the city for development on the site. At that time, 
the wetlands were granted the highest level of protection, but the 
hundred-acre wood wetlands have not yet been categorized.
McLaughlin also disagrees with the methods used to map 
the wetlands. Delineation, the method the applicants used to 
make the map, was done in March and April, with most of the 
work done in October, McLaughlin said. Since precipitation 
determines the size of a wetland, the time of year the applicants 
completed the delineation affected the results.
“Last year was a drought emergency. When they delineated 
this map, it was at the driest possible,” McLaughlin said. “My big 
concern is that this is a wetland network. If you go out there now, 
this is one big wetland.”
The current development proposal calls for filling in the small 
wetlands and buffering the larger ones.
“They’re taking this connected network and making a few 
puddles,” McLaughlin said.
Bodensteiner said choosing to not develop Fairhaven High­
lands also has environmental impacts. Driving development into 
the county impacts those natural areas that might not be as high 
density. He said he does not see the site as being particularly 
unique compared with other sites throughout the city.
“It doesn’t have endangered species on the site. It has species of 
concern, which they can do something to address,” Bodensteiner 
said. “You’re going to find wetlands just about anyplace you go.”




“\Ne need to get the soldiers and the thinkers 
together; that's the rationale for the umbrella 
group of 24 players that represents a humongous 
arsenal of people."
Rick Dubrow
President of A-1 Builders
necessary when planners continue reviewing development ap­
plications.
Tull said the environmental impact would be reduced largely 
because building densely reduces the development footprint.
“In theory, you could reduce the footprint by building taller 
and taller and taller,” Tull said. “But there are a number of people 
who don’t want to see particularly tall buildings.”
The developers also plan to have smaller street pavement areas 
to reduce the impervious surfaces per unit and to incorporate 
green building techniques.
The Fairhaven Highlands project is on hold at the applicant’s 
request, awaiting the outcome of the Greenways Levy determina­
tion. The city most likely will not make any determinations or 
receive any more applications until after March.
“We’re at step one of about a hundred,” Spens said. “I guess 
the good thing is people care passionately about Bellingham, and 
that’s in essence what makes it a great place. People willing to 
work with one another sincerely, calmly, capably, usually rise to 
the top. I think a lot of public concern comes from the heart.”
Senior Andrew Bernhardt studies environmental science. He has been 
published in The Planet.
Development Issue #3
Community Allies
A Vision for Responsible Growth
By Brandi Bratrude
ttractive views and adventures draw new residents to Whatcom 
County every year at a rate nearly twice the national average. 
Those looking for a new place to call home value the lakes and 
trails characteristic of the area. But not everyone is willing to 
share the treasures Whatcom County holds for fear they will be 
depleted and lost forever.
Pamela Jull, sociologist and co-founder of Applied Research 
Northwest, conducted a survey in 2004 that found that 56 per­
cent of Bellingham residents polled thought population growth 
was “much too fast” or “a little too fast.”
Whatcom County residents’ concerns about and opposition to 
growth among residents in Whatcom County sparked a need for 
those residents to organize an alliance.
“We need to get the soldiers and the thinkers together; that’s 
the rationale for the umbrella group of 24 players that represents 
a humongous arsenal of people,” said Rick Dubrow, president of
A-1 Builders, a sustainable design contractor based in Whatcom 
County.
Traffic, road construction and subdivision development are 
changing neighborhoods and stirring residents’ emotions, Du­
brow said.
“When an application goes in for a subdivision, the neighbors 
freak out,” Dubrow said.
The annual average rate of growth in Bellingham was roughly 
3 percent, or 1,600 households, annually, according to the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development’s analysis of 
2000 Census data.
Ralph Thacker, president of the Association of Bellingham 
Neighborhoods, supports the umbrella group and has partici­
pated in meetings as a representative for the 18 neighborhood 
associations. Thacker said he hears concern from neighborhood 
residents about the vulnerability to and loss of neighborhood 
character due to increased growth.
“There are two purposes or practical outcomes to come from 
the umbrella group,” Thacker said. “The first is speaking with a 
united voice to the county and city. The second is to help all the 
groups coordinate what they’re doing or working on.”
The group is a framework for what will either become a coali­
tion or a new organization. The group held its first meeting Nov. 
22 to begin defining what cultural, social, environmental and eco­
nomic variables create the quality of life in the county and to decide 
how to go about protecting that quality of life, Dubrow said.
Executive Director of the Attraction Retreat Dave Ewoldt discusses his background 
as an eco-psychologist. “Two major problems are overconsumption and overpopu­
lation,” he says. The retreat serves to help people get in touch with their natural 
surroundings and put less focus on material things.
A Developing Issue
□ □□□
It did not get its start from a single event but instead from 
general alarm and fear that coalesced, Dubrow said. He said he 
expects the group to come to a conclusion about its goals and 
purposes and ultimately its structure in the coming two to three 
months.
“In rough numbers, 95 percent of people in this community 
want to save the quality of life here,” said Dubrow, referencing 
a statistic from the Applied Research Northwest survey. “It cuts 
across right/left:, red/blue, Republican/Democrat lines.”
Jull, who co-founded the company in 1999, said she felt a need 
for reliable information about community perspectives of growth 
in Whatcom County and made the findings of the survey avail­
able to the public.
“Understanding information gives you social power,” Jull said. 
“The survey gives people information to talk about issues knowl­
edgeably.”
The survey found that 90 percent of residents questioned 
reported their quality of life as either “excellent” or “good.” Re­
spondents who reported a poorer quality of life cite the negative 
impacts of growth.
“We can’t continue to have a high quality of life ... unless we 
learn how to get growth under control,” said Dave Ewoldt, psy­
chologist and executive director of Attraction Retreat, a nonprofit 
organization focusing on counseling through outdoor activities.
Ewoldt contributed his study of ecopsychology to the group to 
explain problems of growth by comparing growth patterns with 
patterns of natural systems.
“If you look at a healthy ecosystem, it grows to a point and 
then reaches maturity,” Ewoldt said. “Nothing grows constantly 
except cancer cells.”
Through Attraction Retreat, Ewoldt started a project called 
the Community Assessment and Sustainability Inventory to 
analyze whether development in Whatcom County has surpassed
the environment’s natural limit, or carrying capacity. Clearing 
wetlands and forests to make room for development will create 
environmental consequences if population growth exceeds carry­
ing capacity, Ewoldt said.
Determining carrying capacity includes setting environmental 
and social parameters to understand what aspects of life residents 
find valuable and what aspects they can live without, said John 
McLaughlin, population biologist and associate professor at 
Western’s Huxley College of the Environment.
“Does carrying capacity mean someone can walk out their 
door and be at open space in 15 minutes?” McLaughlin said. “Or 
are a few parks scattered throughout the city enough?”
The hope of the umbrella group is that linking the residents 
whose neighborhoods suffer development, those focused on 
sustainability and those trying to stop irrevocable environmental 
damage strengthens the community’s ability to shape the future 
of the county.
“The next step is trying to find some commonality,” Ewoldt 
said. “Where do we see ourselves going? How do we support 
ourselves and each other and benefit from each other’s passions 
while going toward one goal?”
Dubrow said he has identified 71 groups in Whatcom County 
affected by growth either directly or indirectly and is optimistic 
that an alliance between these groups and the 24 people already 
working with the umbrella group will help focus energy and 
strengthen community input about growth planning and man­
agement.
“Let’s use science and reason to determine carrying capacity 
because every biological system has an end game,” Dubrow said. ^
Senior Brandi Bratrude studies environmental journalism. She has been 
published in The Western Front, Klipsun Magazine and The Planet.
Analysis of the Bellingham, Washington Housing Market as of October i, 2003
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in January, 20 students traveled to study environmental issued and influences on the migration patterns of humans and 
other species. Wendy Walker, assistant professor of environmental studies at Western, and her class of students from 
Western and other universities in Washington and Oregon corresponded with The Planet about their experiences. This 














Different Worlds, Same Planet
□ □□□
All the environmental alarms ingrained in my mind went into full alert, and I found myself 
ready to defend the earth at all costs to stop the senseless spilling of oil on the road, to keep 
it from entering the groundwater and polluting the farms and streams.
The journey began about 40 miles west of Havana, Cuba. I was riding my bicycle east, trying to make it to the capital before 
the end of the day. I had already covered about 30 miles that day, 
and I decided to try and hitch a ride to take a break from the heat 
and monotony of continuous pedaling. I heard an old tractor 
from less than a mile away, backfiring, billowing smoke from its 
exhaust pipe.
I waved as it passed me and the driver stopped, waiting while 
I closed the distance between us. With few words exchanged, we 
were on our way. I found myself sitting in a 30-year-old trailer a 
quarter full of potatoes while it bounced from pothole to pothole. 
With each one, the rusty side panels rattled so much I feared the 
whole contraption might fall apart.
Though the trailer stayed together, we did run out of gas. We 
were halfway up a gradual hill when we heard the last few sputters 
of the struggling engine. The driver, a handsome black man with 
fashionable yellow sunglasses, motioned for me to hop out and 
help him turn the tractor around so we could roll back down the 
hill. We coasted down a little ways 
and stopped at another farmer s 
house he had seen on the way up.
After a few minutes they came out 
of the house, walked across the 
street and proceeded to drain some 
fuel from another tractor into an old 
plastic water bottle.
My new friend returned a short 
while later with a liter of fuel. He 
jumped back on the tractor and I 
returned to the potato trailer. But 
when he turned the key, nothing 
happened. With a wrench in his 
hand he dismantled part of the en­
gine. He removed the oil filter and, 
to my surprise, dumped its contents 
of oil and gas into the middle of the 
road. At this I mentally scoffed, but
held my tongue. He replaced the filter, bled some fuel through the 
line, and dumped it out again.
All the environmental alarms ingrained in my mind went into 
full alert, and I found myself ready to defend the earth at all costs 
to stop the senseless spilling of oil on the road, to keep it from 
entering the groundwater and polluting the farms and streams.
But again I held my tongue. Something about this calm fellow and 
his purpose for being in that place at that time with that load of 
potatoes made me think twice about his actions and my reaction.
I later came to realize that perhaps his entire livelihood de­
pended on that meager load of potatoes. It appeared from the look 
of his tractor that he had little money to buy a new, more efficient
This combi driver was suspicious that the Verificacion was a 
scam. Like many, he is not against lowering contamination, but 
thinks the way the in which the government forced it was unfair.
exactly where the problem was made me think this was not the 
first time it had happened.
I still have not been able to blame my Cuban friend for dump­
ing oil in the road. My liberal environmental education I received 
in Northwest Washington has led me to understand the reasons 
why dumping oil in the road is hazardous to an ecosystem. But a 
lesson he unknowingly taught me was that Washington is very dif­
ferent from Cuba or Mexico.
Zabel Pineda is a lawyer who runs an environmental educa­
tion program outside of Morelia, Mexico. He believes the lack 
of environmental protection in Latin America is the product of 
its slower growth. Over time it has developed into a region with 
seemingly terminal environmental problems. The characteristics 
that have shaped it in this way are the poverty found in its coun­
tries, the lack of stable democracies, the low levels of education, 
which includes little or no environmental awareness and the lack 
of enforcement of environmental laws.
In Morelia, a rapidly growing city of approximately I million
inhabitants and the capital of the 
state Michoacan, a battle was being 
fought between the drivers and the 
state government over emissions 
testing and regulations. According 
to Pineda, the number of cars in 
this city has doubled in the past 10 
years to about 600,000 vehicles. A 
recently enacted law called Verifi­
cacion required drivers to test their 
cars’ emissions twice yearly. The goal 
of the local government was to try 
and reduce emissions.
This law, introduced without 
warning, vote or education about its 
importance, seemed to be targeting 
the citizens more than the actual 
contamination problem.
“This is a reflection of how
authoritarian the Mexican society still is,” said Victor Vargas, a 
professor of International Relations who also co-owns an ink-jet 
recycling company. “They decided to do it; they never told the 
citizens what was going to happen. They decided you have to do it 
but weren’t able to explain their case.”
Vargas says avenues for corruption are integrated into the 
government system of Mexico. If you don’t have verification of 
emissions they’ll take you into the police station and present you 
with a large fine.
The government lacks the ability to enforce traffic fines be­
cause, Vargas says, information systems are not as inclusive 
and available to all government agencies as they are in the United




entered into a computer with the assumption that they’ll pay it 
later. They must go to the police station to record the infractions, 
go to the treasury office to pay the fines and then return to the 
police station to prove they paid the fines. Only then will they be 
free to go. It’s not hard to see why so many opt to pay a bribe.
The belief that the government only wants money and doesn’t 
care about the environment is the main reason why so many 
Morelians believe the law was a scam.
“I’m not going to get my car verified until the majority gets their 
cars verified. All they want is money,” said Adan Mendoza, who 
runs a small business that installs alarms and electric fences. “If they 
give me a fine, I won’t pay it because no one else will.”
Each verification, or emissions test, costs about $ 11 and has to 
be done twice a year. With a federal minimum wage of roughly 
$4.10 a day, these funds could be hard to come by. Since the 
government is turning to the people and forcing them to pay to 
fix this problem, many Mexicans feel as though this is just another 
form of the politically motivated corruption.
“They tell you this is to protect the environment, but then you 
start asking, ‘Why two verifications a year, and not just one?’ And 
then you see what they want is more money,” Vargas said.
The air contamination here is not as visible as it is in Mexico 
City, mainly because of winds that blow it elsewhere. Because of 
this, people like Mendoza simply believe it’s not a problem.
Coupled with a lack of knowledge about environmental prob­
lems in Mexican society, Morelians saw this as just another scam.
With strong opposition to and obvious problems with the 
Verificacion, the state government decided not to sanction those 
who do not comply on Jan. 26.1 saw Mendoza on that same day 
and he said with a smile on his face, “Did you hear? The Verifi­
cacion, it is no longer obligatory!” He said the new decision was 
correct because the city still doesn’t have as much contamination 
as Mexico City, and that they must fix their cars so they don’t pol­
lute, but on their own accord, not because the government tells 
them to.
[Above and Below] The public transportation employees and their patrons were the 
ones who stood to suffer the most. Many still proudly display signs in the windows 
of their buses, combi’s, or taxis which say “no a la verificacion, si a la reforestacion.”
The construction of the Aqueduct was started around 1549, and was used to trans­
port water to the city until 1910. It has a total of 253 arches and is known as one 
of Morelia’s most important historical attractions.
Another local newspaper, El Cambio de Michoacan, reported 
that the government decided instead to reward those who follow 
through with the Verificacion by offering a 25 percent refund on 
the cost. Since Mexico signed the international Kyoto Protocol 
Treaty to diminish global warming, the state government has 
decided to strengthen its support of other programs already in 
the region and implement a few new ones. In this same article, 
Johanna Munoz wrote, “In Michoacan, with the participation 
of every citizen, it is time for us to guarantee the quality of the 
environment so that we construct a culture of responsibility and 
well-being that benefits both man and nature.”
One of the new programs directly related to the emissions is 
the Programa de Renovacion del Transporte Publico, which will 
assist transportation drivers in the repair of the vehicles to run 
cleaner and diminish the byproduct of harmful gases. The govern­
ment also will establish the Programa Atienda Mecanico for the 
training of mechanics who specialize in environmentally friendly 
repairs and who offer service at better prices. They also have given 
extended support to reforestation programs for the moderniza­
tion of forest-industry resources and protection. Despite the good 
intentions of the Verificacion in the first place, what ended up 
coming out of it looks much better to the public. Hopefully, this 
is the start of a new environmental consciousness in Morelia.
But what the government offers in terms of programs and sup­
port, and whether they follow through and are successful, remains 
to be seen. In the end, as it often does, the responsibility lies with 
citizens who have more power to change things.
“It has to be civil society, it has to be in the homes. It has to be 
taught from (when) you’re a kid,” Vargas says of education. “It’s 
not only the government but schools, and it’s not only public 
schools but private schools.” ^
Senior Kyle Hunter is a general studies major with a focus in anthro­
pology and Latin American culture. This is his first published piece.
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“Selling fish is harder than catching fish, by far. Our hope and 
belief is that eventually everyone will belong to one co-op, 
marketing all the reef-net salmon as 'reef-net-caught salmon.
Dave Hansen
ReefNetter
It is July in Legoe Bay.Figures in orange perch high above 
the decks of their boats. They wait pat­
iently as the warm sun beats down, but a 
steady northerly wind assuages the heat. 
Soon the salmon will arrive, and they will 
give the order to close the nets. Caught 
sockeye will be quickly transferred from 
the cold water of the bay to the live well 
on the boat. Few fishers use this ancient 
art known as reef netting, but off the west 
coast of Lummi Island, a rare breed hopes 
to reinvigorate the salmon fishery through 
this method.
Reef netting caught Dave Hanson s 
attention because of its cultural and 
historical significance. Before he arrived 
in Bellingham in 1986, he fished using gill 
nets in Bristol Bay, Alaska.
“It seemed to me that (reef netting) 
was the way you should catch a fish in 
Puget Sound,” Hanson said.
Reef netters fish in pairs of boats. They 
employ an underwater funnel attached 
to anchors at the bottom of the sea. Fish 
swim into the net, which is placed in their 
normal spawning route. At the end of the 
funnel, a net is strung between two boats 
with weights that anchor it in the vertical 
position. The net is pulled up and the fish 
are released into a live well. Fishers can 
then sort through the fish for the targeted 
catch. Hatchery fish, the targeted catch, are 
marked by removing the adipose fin, the 
small fin on the back between the dorsal 
and tailfin. Endangered, out of season or 
wild fish are released to the sea unharmed. 
“This all takes place in one minute. We
raise the net, transfer 50 to 100 sockeye to 
a live well, then we drop the net again and 
we are ready to fish,” Hanson said.
Reef netting is one of the least harmful 
methods of selective commercial fishing 
available, but only 11 permits are available 
for fishers — eight around Lummi Island 
and three around other San Juan Islands. 
The Washington State Department of 
Fish and Wildlife has been searching for 
more selective means of fishing because of 
the weak return of salmon stocks to the 
region. Reef netting allows fishers to sort 
through the fish for the targeted catch, 
and avoid killing endangered steelhead, 
chinook and coho.
In 1998,41 permits were available until 
the government bought out 30 to lower 
the number of fishing groups in the area, 
said Ryan Vasak, former onboard observer 
for the Pacific Salmon Commission.
“Reef netting is so small — we’re prac­
tically invisible,” said Riley Starks, a local 
reef netter.
Starks moved to Lummi Island in 1991 
and took up reef netting on the island 
during the summer. It was a part of the 
culture, he said, and he wanted to make it 
an integral part of his life.
“It’s a labor of love,” Starks said.
In 2000 Starks and Hanson formed 
Lummi Island Wild, a co-op of five reef 
netters and two sets of gear; they hope to 
gain membership from other reef netters
The environmental impact from reef 
netting is low, and because reef netters 
prepare their fish a certain way, they want 
to set their fish apart from the rest.
Sustainable Traditions
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“Selling fish is harder than catching fish, 
by far,” said Hanson, who still gill-nets in 
Bristol Bay to make a living. “Our hope 
and belief is that eventually everyone 
will belong to one co-op, marketing all 
the reef-net salmon as ‘reef-net-caught 
salmon.’”
The fish has a higher quality, a longer 
shelf life and less scales that are lost when the 
fish are taken on board, said Pete Granger, 
a program leader for SeaGrant. Fish are less 
bruised when caught in a reef net.
Hanson said people should know they 
have a voice in fishery management by 
what they purchase.
Other methods of fishing have more 
deleterious effects on the environment and 
larger bycatches. Bycatches are the fish un­
intentionally caught that usually die before 
they are released back to the water. Many
of the bycatch are species that are listed as 
endangered or threatened.
“Reef netting has the lowest mortality 
bycatch rate of any gear,” Vasak said.
Wild chinook salmon are listed as 
endangered and are illegal for commercial 
fisherman to catch in Puget Sound. If a 
gill netter or a purse seiner were to catch 
a chinook salmon, the fish would most 
likely die before the fish was released. A 
reef netter would be able to release a chi­
nook and have the salmon swim out fine. 
Granger said.
Department of Fish and Wildlife 
officials say it hopes to work with the 
commercial fishing industry to provide 
an effective method of selective fishing 
to increase harvesting opportunities but 
protect the weaker salmon stocks. Be­
cause of their concerns about endangered
[Top] Two netters dis­
play a specimen of 
sockeye salmon from 
that day’s catch on 
Legoe Bay in 2005.
[Middle] Riley Starks, 
reef netter since 1991, 
stands on the plat­
form used for spotting 
salmon.
[Bottom and previous 
left] A line of spotters 
sets out to look for 
schools of salmon to 
swim into the area they 
have netted off.
[Bottom Previous] Reef 
netters haul in a catch 
of salmon during the 
2005 fishing season. 
Any fish they catch de- 
amed a threatened spe­





stocks, they consider reef netting as a part 
of a possible solution to help low salmon 
populations
Vasak said reef netting is seasonal and 
couldn’t replace all other fishing methods 
completely, but has the lowest environ­
mental impact of all commercial fishing 
methods.
In 1936, Legislature outlawed fish traps 
and restricted reef netting in the process 
because it was labeled as stationary gear. 
Granger said. Stationary gear is any fixed 
fishing gear that remains in a single location.
The courts later reversed the law for
reef nets because they aren’t fixed. They 
can move to and from different locations 
if necessary, even though the nets norm­
ally stay at the same locations. The gear 
is removed at the end of the season and 
brought ashore.
The Lummis, who historically were reef 
netters but have not reef netted since the 
law was passed, are working with Granger 
to open more sites to the Lummi, said 
Elden Hillaire, chair of the Natural Re­
sources Commission for Lummi Nation.
“A lot of sites were taken over by non- 
tribal reef netters,” Hillaire said.
The Lummi didn’t act fast enough to 
regain sites after the law was reversed, he 
said. He said they would like to some day 
include reef netting in the education of 
their youth and make reef netting a part of 
their culture again, Hillaire said.
Granger also is working on a proposal 
to bring reef netting to more areas, includ­
ing the Columbia River, because of its 
environmental benefits.
“I firmly believe reef netting will be 
here long after the other gears,” Starks 
said. “It’s sustainable, historic, and a part 
of the culture here on Lummi Island.” ^
Junior Sara Thompson studies journalism. She 
has been published in The Western Front.
[Top Right] A reef netter displays the day’s prize, 
some fresh sockeye salmon, on a block of ice.
[Top Left] Two reef netters relax on the beach after 
a day of catching fish that will be sold in Whatcom 
County’s markets.
[Bottom] A reef netter gathers rope on Legoe Bay. 
Netters use towers on boats to spot fish before pull­
ing up the nets.
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National Sea Grant Law Center
Report on Cherry Point dock
www.olemiss.edu/orgs/SGLC/National/SandBar/3.2eis.htm
HistoryLink.org
Washington history encyclopedia - Magnuson amendment 
www.historylink.org/essays/output.cfm?file_id=562o
Washington State Legislature Memoriam to preserve 
Magnuson amendment
apps.leg.wa.gov/billinfo/summaryaspx?year=2oo6&bill=403i
Ocean Advocates, RE Sources, North Cascades Audubon 
Society and Dan Crawford
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Washington state growth management
www.gmhb.wa.gov/gma
Control Growth
Created by an East Coast journalist to bring national 









Bellingham Weekly, June 2, 2005
“Is the process skewed?”
NWCitizen article, nwcitizen.us/bellingham/chuckridge/metricki.html
“Greenways Legacy (Compromise): By the numbers”
The Bellingham Herald, Feb. 5, 2006
“Fairhaven Highlands developers reconsider layout”.
The Bellingham Herald, Nov. 8, 2005
“Mayor says city should not buy Chuckanut land”.
The Bellingham Herald, June 25, 2005
“Local Organization Hopes to Purchase Hundred Acre Wood”
Whatcom Watch Online, August 2005
A Fairhaven Highland flier may be available from the attorney office:
Langabeer Tull & Lee PS 
Po Box 1678 
Bellingham, WA 98227 
(360) 384-3595
Studies
Development Impact Analysis for Fairhaven Highlands 
conducted by Fodor and Associates, pdf at www.rdnow.org
“Why SEPA requires and EIS for FH”
John McLaughlin report, www.rdnow.org
Ann Eissinger “Wildlife and Habitat assessment of the city of Bellingham.’
Request copy at www.fidalgo.net/~nahkeeta
Fall 2005 EIA study available at Wilson library, city library or Huxley
map library.
Bellingham comprehensive plan and growth projections available at 
www.cob.org
Movies
“A Treasure Beyond Measure: Saving the One Hundred Acre wood” docu­
mentary.
Available for donation from adam@soundings.com 360-733-4918
From Progress to Politics
Web sites
















Canaries of the Sound
People for Puget Sound
www.pugetsound.org
National Marine and Fisheries Service
www.nmfs.noaa.gov
Center for Whale Research
www.whaleresearch.com
Puget Sound Action Team
www.psat.wa.gov




Nooksack Salmon Enhancement Association
www.n-sea.org

